CLASSIFIED MESSAGE
SECRET

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: [Blank]
ACTION: SR 6
INFO: [Blank]

RE: Filing (check one):
No CS Record Value. Destroy. □
Rt file this copy as indicated □
Rt record filed as indicated □
RR Indicating: Marked [Blank]
[Blank]

INFO: REDWOOD AEDINOSAUR

RE: ANSWERED TELEGRAM BY LETTER 27 OCTOBER.
SAID OFFICIAL UNABRIDGED RUSSIAN EDITION WILL APPEAR SIX TO EIGHT WEEKS.
ACCEPTED ORDER 3,000 COPIES. PRICE [Blank] WITH 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT.

CS COMMENT: "QUERIED IF [Blank] HAD PLACED ORDER FOR BOOKS (PASTERNAK'S "OR ZHIVAGO") WITH [Blank]."

[Handwritten notes and redaction marks]

ROUTING
RI/AN
RI/TY ✔
DESTROY
RI/FI

END OF MESSAGE
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